
experience

ArtCenter College of Design— Teacher’s Assistant
01.2020 - Present

-Past aide for Elaine Alderette’s Sequential Design One class, covering
foundational storytelling and design-based narratives.
* Responsible for mentoring students with their individual research and 

projects (such as mood boards, style frames, and storyboards), as well 
as leading demos in AdobeCC

-Current aide for Ko Maruyama’s 3D Motion Graphics, covering
storytelling using foundational skills (such as modeling, texturing,
and animation) within Cinema 4D

GIPHY— Freelance Animator
06.2019 - Present

-Verified animator creating gifs and animated stickers that help power 
Snapchat, Instagram, Facebook Messenger, Whatsapp, Twitter, etc.
-Two time Top Trending on Instagram and Snapchat, accumulated over 
150 million views

LINE corp— Freelance Creator
01.2020

-Created a 16 set animated sticker pack for LINE of a spotted dog meant 
for everyday conversational use
-Ranked Top Ten on LINE’s Global Creator Market within the first 24 hours 
of sticker pack release

HOUSE OF WIRE LTD— Freelance Designer
06.2019

-Conceptualized and illustrated characters, icons, and backgrounds work-
ing closely with Daniel Gallagher, lead developer on hit-game Snipperclips, 
to develop a new mobile game

Freelance— Illustrator

-Drew illustrations for individual clients’ projects
-Created, marketed, and shipped personal merchandise such as zines, 
stickers, and pdfs of my own downloadable, functional paper toy across 
the globe

recognition 

Giant Robot - GR2 Gallery
Post it Show 15, 12.2019
LoopdeLoop Indie
Animation Festival
“Whoops” Screening, 02.2020
Gallery Nucleus
Power in Numbers 5, 02.2020
VoyageLA Magazine
Feature, 07.2019
Domestika
Interview Feature, 06.2019
Williamson Gallery 
SU19, SP20
1111 Gallery 
FA18-SP20

education 

ArtCenter College of Design —
BFA, motion + design illustration

Expected graduation SP 2022
Cumulative GPA: 3.90
Provost’s List: FA18-FA19

sarahoh.draws@gmail.com
sarahoh.info

motion + illustrationsarah oh

skills 

digital/traditional animation, motion
graphics, illustration, stopmotion,
bookbinding, storyboarding;
Photoshop, After Effects, Illustrator,
Lightroom, InDesign, Cinema4D, Maya
(wireframing, modeling), Processing

interests 

short films, gifs, zines, sculpting, coding, bookmaking, kickboxing, 
adding to miniature figurine collection, stray cat feeding, tending to 
Animal Crossing home

languages

English, Korean


